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Introduction
Though it is undisputed that humans are experts at perceiving and recognizing other human faces, research over the last several decades has generated considerable debate over the neural bases of this ability Carmel and Bentin, 2002; Gauthier and Logothetis, 2000; Kanwisher and Yovel, 2006; Kanwisher et al., 1999; McKone et al., 2006; Nelson, 2001; Tarr and Gauthier, 2000; Yovel and Kanwisher, 2004) . It is clear from neuroimaging studies that there are structures within the brain that are preferentially responsive to face stimuli-including the fusiform face area (FFA), the superior temporal sulcus (STS), and the occipital face area (OFA); however, the field is divided as to whether the "face-specific" capacity of these neural structures has a constitutional basis, or develops through experience (Gauthier and Logothetis, 2000; Kanwisher and Yovel, 2006) . At the forefront of this debate is whether face-processing abilities reflect a domain-specific mechanism, involving face-specific cognitive and neural processes encoded at a basic gene level (i.e., domain-specificity; Carmel and Bentin, 2002; Wilmer et al., 2010; Yovel and Kanwisher, 2004; Zhu et al., 2010) , or if instead they result from an experience-dependent mechanism, involving neural changes arising from repeated exposure to human face stimuli that facilitate processing of such stimuli (Diamond and Carey, 1986; Gauthier and Logothetis, 2000; Tarr and Gauthier, 2000) . Alternatively, it is possible that face processing ability, analogous to the capacity for speech, arises from factors of both types-with inborn, genetically based domainspecific mechanisms requiring specific exposure to faces during a critical period in development (experience-expectant) for face-specific modules to be established and maintained into adulthood (Nelson, 2001) .
Recent research investigating the heritability of face processing has attempted to shed light on this debate. For example, Zhu et al. (2010) evaluated whether face-processing abilities are heritable by examining three different cognitive/face-processing phenomena (face-specific recognition ability, face inversion effect, composite-face effect) in monozygotic (MZ) and dizygotic (DZ) twins. Importantly, the tasks these authors employed allowed for specific face-processing abilities to be measured separately from lower level visual processes, attention, or decision-making. Face processing specificity was accomplished by including and contrasting matched non-face stimuli (e.g., houses) in each of the three cognitive/face-processing tasks. Face-specific abilities were quantified based on the difference in performance between the face and non-face conditions. In addition, Zhu et al. (2010) collected measures of high-level cognitive functions (e.g., IQ and global visual processing measures) to contrast and similarly factor out the heritability of so-called "generalist gene" effects. Results of this study clearly demonstrated a prominent genetic component to face processing, distinct from either low-level visual processes or more general cognitive functions.
Similarly, Wilmer et al. (2010) tested whether face processing is a heritable ability, separate from broader visual and memory functions.
In this large-sample study, performance scores for same-sex twins MZ and DZ were compared across three different tasks: (1) the Cambridge Face Memory Task (CFMT), which tested subjects' ability to process and remember facial features in the absence of external head/hair shape and color cues, (2) a newly developed Abstract Art Memory test (AAM), which served as a non-face visual memory control, and (3) the Verbal Paired-Associates Memory test (VPAM), which assessed subjects' ability to remember non-visual cues. The observed concordance for MZ twins on the CFMT was over twice that for DZ twins, indicating a high degree of genetic contribution to face processing. Results from the other two tasks indicated that this contribution was not attributable to heritability of non-face or non-visual memory abilities.
In another work, Polk et al. (2007) investigated the heritability of functionally defined regions of the ventral visual cortex using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). In this study, MZ and DZ twins performed a "one-back task" while viewing black and white pictures from five visual categories (faces, places [images of houses], pseudowords, objects [chairs] , and phase-scrambled control images) known to activate differing regions of the ventral visual cortex. Though functionally defined regions were not localized with high degrees of selectivity, these authors found higher concordance of activations to face and place stimuli (but not pseudoword or object stimuli) for MZ as compared to DZ twins in the ventral visual cortex.
Another study by Anokhin et al. (2010) investigated the heritability of affective face processing by analyzing brain event-related potential (ERP) responses to continuous presentations of neutral, happy, and fearful faces in MZ and DZ twins. Results demonstrated heritability of facial-affect response effects for two distinct ERP components, the N240 and the P300. Critically, however, due to the nature of the research questions investigated in this study and the experimental design used to address them, a key ERP component of interest in the face processing literature, the N170, was not evaluated for heritability. The N170 is a negative-going brain response that occurs at temporal-parietal electrode sites approximately 170 ms after the presentation of a visual stimulus, which appears to be maximally responsive to the presentation of faces (Bentin et al., 1996) . Although the neural generator of the N170 has not been definitively located, multiple studies utilizing simultaneous EEG-fMRI recordings have established a clear correlation between activations of "face areas" in the ventral visual cortex, including the FFA and STS, and face-selectivity of the N170 (Sadeh et al., 2010; Yovel et al., 2008) .
Debate surrounding the N170 centers on whether this response reflects face-specific processing or expertise-specific processing, essentially paralleling the broader domain-specific versus experiencedependent face processing debate Rossion et al., 2002) . A focal point of this debate pertains to findings showing that although the N170 is maximally responsive (has greatest negative peak amplitude) to face stimuli as compared to stimuli of other types (houses, cars, etc.) , extensive expertise with a particular category of stimuli (e.g., cars, birds, etc.) tends to result in enhanced N170 response to stimuli of that type in comparison to other "non-expert" stimuli. These results point to the idea that maximal N170 responses to face stimuli simply reflect the very high expertise that adult humans have in general, for the processing of faces, due to widespread exposure to faces of differing types from birth (Rossion et al., 2002) .
Building on this prior published work, a major aim of the current study was to evaluate the heritability of the N170 in a face processing context by recording ERP responses to face versus non-face stimuli from MZ and DZ twins and comparing concordance of N170 amplitude to stimuli of each type across the two. Based upon findings summarized above, we hypothesized that if amplitude of the N170 response to faces is determined in part by genetic influences, either domain-specific or experience-expectant, then N170 enhancement for face as compared to non-face stimuli should show higher concordance for MZ as compared to DZ twin pairs.
In addition to gaining further insight into the heritability of the "faceness" component of stimulus processing as indexed by N170 response enhancement for faces versus nonfaces, the current study also investigated an additional component of face-processing that is arguably of equal importance-namely, detection of the emotional content of a face. Face processing tasks have been a dominant methodology in affective neuroscience research for many years, and work aimed at understanding the neural correlates and mechanisms of affective face processing and the etiologic origins of this capacity is a clear priority. Regarding ERP correlates of affective face processing, some evidence exists that the N170 is enhanced for affective (e.g., fearful) as compared to neutral faces (Blau et al., 2007; Jiang et al., 2009) , however many argue that affective face processing is more strongly represented at midline scalp sites (e.g., P8; Paulmann and Pell, 2009 ) rather than at temporalparietal sites. There is also evidence of affective differentiation for later ERP components. For example, Paulmann and Pell (2009) identified an ERP component that appears to reflect processing of the emotional content of a face-specifically, a positive-going component occurring 200 ms after stimulus presentation at midline sites (labeled P200), that was reliably enhanced for affective as compared to neutral face stimuli.
A further ERP component known to be enhanced for visual affective stimuli of differing types-including face stimuli (Eimer & Holmes, 2002) as well as affective non-face stimuli (e.g., Hajcak et al., 2006; Schupp et al., 2000) -is the late positive potential (LPP). The LPP is broadly defined as a later onset (>250 ms) midline component that reflects sustained attentional-elaborative processing of affective stimuli, following initial registration of the basic affective significance of the stimulus (Eimer & Holmes, 2002; Schupp et al., 2000) .
To further advance our understanding of brain ERP indices of affective face processing, the design of the current study included both emotional (fearful) and nonemotional (neutral) face stimuli along with control (scrambled face) stimuli. The twin feature of the design enabled us to evaluate, for the first time, the role of genetic influences in the predicted affective (fear vs. neutral face) differentiation for the N170, P200, and the LPP. Our primary hypothesis for these later ERP components was that they would show (perhaps even more so than the N170) enhancement for fearful as compared to neutral face stimuli. We also predicted that these two ERP components would exhibit enhancement for face stimuli of both types in relation to non-face (scrambled) stimuli, but to a lesser extent than the N170.
Methods

Participants
Participants were 62 pairs of MZ (25 pairs female) and 65 pairs of DZ (20 pairs female) twins recruited from the Minnesota Twin and Family Study database as part of a larger test protocol examining individual differences in affective and cognitive processing. Prior to testing, subjects were screened for impairments in visual acuity. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University of Minnesota and all subjects received informed consent and were compensated for their participation. All subjects were naïve as to the aims of the study.
Equipment and procedures
Face stimuli selected from the NimStim face stimulus set (Tottenham et al., 2009) , were displayed on a 19″ CRT monitor with a resolution of 1024 × 768 pixels and a refresh rate of 85 Hz. Subjects were seated 100 cm from the screen, yielding a viewing angle of 2.91 by 3.88°for stimuli. Stimulus presentation was controlled using the Psychophysics Toolbox (Psychtoolbox; Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) . Face stimuli consisted of 8 different fear faces, their neutral counterparts (i.e., same actors posing neutral expressions), and scrambled versions of the same fear and neutral faces. Scrambled face images were constructed by segmenting the face images into grids (18 × 24 pixels) and randomly resorting the grids within the original image dimensions using the MATLAB software package (The MathWorks, Inc.).
As part of a larger task protocol, subjects wore red/cyan anaglyph glasses and viewed two blocks of face stimuli under standard (dichoptic) presentation conditions, separated by two blocks in which faces were presented to one eye and masked by presentation of 20 Hz Mondrian noise to the other eye, in a continuous flash suppression procedure (Jiang et al., 2009) . At all times, participants were instructed to focus their attention on a small black dot (10 by 10 pixels) situated in the center of the screen, and press a button each time the dot doubled in size. The dot doubled in size for 100 ms at random intervals during the procedure, on average once per second. Faces were displayed for 500 ms in a pseudo-random order such that each type of face was presented 36 times, yielding 108 presentations per block. Trials were separated by a random intertrial interval between 300 and 700 ms. Since this experiment was interested in responses to naturally presented faces, results for the standard dichoptic trials only, are reported here. This condition is most comparable to procedures used in prior relevant work (e.g., Anokhin et al., 2010; Polk et al., 2007) (Fig. 1) .
Electroencephalographic (EEG) activity was recorded from 64 scalp electrodes embedded in a NeuroScan Quik-Cap. EEG recording sites consisted of the standard 10-20 system locations along with additional intermediate positions. Four bipolar facial electrodes, two positioned on the outer canthi of each eye and the others on the inferior and superior regions of each orbit, were used to monitor horizontal and vertical EOG (HEOG and VEOG), respectively. Impedances for each electrode were adjusted to less than 5 kΩ. EEG was continuously recorded at a rate of 1000 Hz using CPz as an online reference. The raw EEG signal was amplified using Neuroscan Synamps amplifiers and band-pass filtered online at 0.05-200 Hz. The filtered EEG signal was epoched from 1000 ms before to 2000 ms after stimulus onset and then averaged across trials within condition; the average epoched signal was baseline corrected by subtracting the mean amplitude of EEG activity across a 500 ms pre-stimulus from each aggregate time point. Prior to averaging, epochs were screened for eye blinks and other artifacts and blink corrected using an ocular artifact reduction algorithm developed by Semlitsch et al. (1986) . Epochs contaminated by eye blinks, eye movements, or muscle potentials exceeding ±75 μV at any electrode were excluded from averaging. In cases where there were less than 3 epochs meeting the above criteria for an individual at a particular electrode, data from that electrode for that subject were removed from analysis (N = 9 MZ and N = 3 DZ for the P200 and LPP at electrode site PZ).
Data analyses
Data from selected parietal and temporal-parietal recording sites were selected for analysis based on previous face processing studies (Anokhin et al., 2010; Bentin et al., 1996) . In order to measure the most robust effects, temporal-parietal sites were referenced to midline site CPz; these recording sites yielded a characteristic ERP response that included an early positive-going component that peaked around 100 ms, followed by a negative-going peak evident between 50 and 100 ms later (the N170), and ending with a final slower return to baseline (Fig. 2) . Midline and parietal electrode sites were referenced to linked mastoids; the wave-form response at these sites was marked by a negative-going peak component at approximately 100 ms, followed by a positive-going peak component at approximately 180-220 ms (referenced in this paper as the P200), and ending with a late positive potential. Split-half reliability estimates (Pearson's r) were computed by creating average waveforms within each stimulus condition, but separately for odd and even trials. Reliabilities for the differing ERP components were as follows: N170 overall = .85, fear = .62, neutral = .71, and scrambled = .64; P200 overall = .76, fear = .59, neutral = .64, and scrambled = .49; and LPP overall = .56, fear = .36, neutral = .46, and scrambled = .26.
To identify face-and affect-related effects in the overall sample, ERP components corresponding to the N170 (150-230 ms), P200 (150-300 ms), and LPP (400-980 ms) were first quantified and compared across stimuli of each type (fear faces, neutral faces, scrambled) for participants as a whole. Next, to evaluate heritability of each ERP component as a whole, in relation to stimuli of each type, concordance faces in amplitude of response were compared for MZ versus DZ twin pairs. Finally, to evaluate the heritability of face-specific variance in components showing differential amplitude for intact versus scrambled face stimuli, and affect specific variance in components showing differential amplitude for fear versus neutral faces, Fig. 1 . Experimental design and stimuli. Face stimuli consisted of 8 different fear faces, their neutral counterparts (i.e., same actors posing neutral expressions), and scrambled versions of the fear and neutral faces. Faces were displayed for 500 ms in a pseudo-random order such that each type of face was presented 36 times, yielding 108 presentations per block. Trials were separated by a random intertrial interval between 300 and 700 ms. concordances for residual scores reflecting variance specific to these distinct processing components were compared for MZ versus DZ twin pairs.
Results
N170
Analyses revealed that at temporal-parietal sites, main effects of condition were significant across participants as a whole (i.e., fear faces more negative than neutral faces, and neutral faces more negative than scrambled faces). However, since (as noted below) N170 amplitude was maximal at electrode P8, and in accordance with previous studies investigating the N170 (Stekelenburg and Gelder, 2004) , we report results for this recording site specifically. Two-tailed Student's t-tests were used to evaluate differences in N170 peak amplitude between different stimulus conditions. These analyses revealed greater negativity of N170 for fear as compared to neutral faces, p b .0005, and for both fear and neutral faces in comparison to scrambled faces, ps b .0005.
As a follow-up to these analyses of overall condition differences, the heritability of responses to stimuli of each type was evaluated through the use of the intraclass correlation coefficient. For MZ twin pairs, peak N170 amplitudes showed significant cross-twin concordance in each of the three conditions (fear faces: intraclass r = .56, F(1, 61) = 3.52, p b .0005; neutral faces: r = .51, F(1, 61) = 3.08, p b .0005; scrambled faces: r = .27, F(1, 61) = 1.73, p b .018). In contrast, for DZ twins, peak N170 amplitudes showed significant cross-twin concordance only in the intact neutral face condition (intraclass r = .27, F(1, 61) = 1.75, p b .016); concordance was marginal in the fear face condition (r = .17, F(1, 61) = 1.40, p b .096) and negligible in the scrambled face condition (r = .07, F(1, 61) = 1.15, p b .29; see Table 1 ). Fisher Z tests for the difference between dependent correlations revealed that concordance for MZ twins significantly exceeded that for DZ twins in the fear face condition only, p b .01.
Next, given that the pattern of results differed for the intact versus scrambled faces, we compared the spatial distribution of the N170 component for fear, neutral, and scrambled faces. As discussed in Bentin and Carmel (2002) , the face-selective N170 response is distinctly maximal at temporal-parietal sites; other ERP components with latencies proximal to the N170 that appear responsive to visual stimuli more generally (e.g., the N1) show maximal amplitude at locations other than temporal-parietal sites. Consistent with this account, inspection of the distribution of peak amplitudes (see Fig. 3 ) indicates that maximal peaks for the intact face condition were centered around temporal-parietal sites (i.e., ordered from most to least negative N170 peak: fear-P8, P7, TP8, TP7, T8; neutral-P8, P7, TP7, TP8, T7), whereas maximal peak amplitudes for scrambled faces were localized more to frontal sites (ordered from most negative to least negative N170 peak: FP2, FPZ, FP1, AF4, AF3). These contrasting topographic patterns suggest that the N170 to scrambled faces reflects a visual processing response, distinct from what is traditionally regarded as the N170 component sensitive to face stimuli specifically .
Given that peak N170 responses to nondescript visual stimuli (scrambled faces) differed from those to intact faces both in pattern of results and spatial distribution, and in view of previous research indicating greater concordance in baseline EEG activity for MZ twins as compared to DZ twins (Beijsterveldt and Boomsma, 1994) , we undertook follow-up analyses to examine MZ/DZ concordances for amplitude of N170 response to intact faces after removing variability attributable to nonspecific factors (i.e., generic visual processing, baseline EEG, etc.). To do this, we regressed N170 peak amplitudes at electrode site P8 for intact faces as a whole, and for faces of each type (fear, neutral), onto N170 amplitudes for scrambled face stimuli, and saved out residual scores from the analysis-corresponding to variance in the N170 for intact face stimuli not attributable to variability in the scrambled face condition. (Correlations between N170 for fearful and neutral faces with scrambled faces were .38 in each case, indicating~14.4% overlapping variance.) We then computed intraclass correlations to quantify concordance in these standardized residual scores for MZ and DZ twin pairs.
For these residual score variables, concordances for N170 amplitude remained higher for MZ (intraclass rs for Fearful/Neutral faces combined, Fear faces alone, and Neutral faces alone, in each case controlling for variance in common with Scrambled faces, were .51, .46, and .44, respectively, all ps b .0005) than for DZ twins (rs = .20, .15, and .21, respectively, ps b .05, .12, and .05) with the difference in concordance for MZ versus DZ twins achieving significance for all faces and for fear faces (ps b .05), and approaching significance in the neutral face Fig. 3 . Spatial distribution of N170 peak responses to fearful faces, neutral faces and scrambled stimuli. Red and yellow regions correspond to areas of greater positivity compared to baseline. Regions green and blue in color correspond to areas of greater negativity compared to baseline. Maximal peaks for the intact face condition were centered around occipito-temporal sites (in order from most negative to least negative N170 peak: fear-P8, P7, TP8, TP7, T8; neutral-P8, P7, TP7, TP8, T7), whereas maximal peak amplitudes for scrambled faces were centered more toward frontal sites (in order from most negative to least negative N170 peak: scrambled-FP2, FPZ, FP1, AF4, AF3). (Fig. 4) . These results indicate a contribution of genetic influence to the variance in N170 response that is distinct from variance associated with generic visual processing. In addition, to similarly evaluate the heritability of variance in N170 amplitude specifically related to affective processing, we regressed N170 peak amplitude for fearful faces onto N170 amplitude for neutral faces, and saved out residual scores corresponding to variance in N170 for fear face stimuli not attributable to variance in the neutral face condition. Concordances for this Fear-Neutral residual variable were small and nonsignificant for both MZ and DZ twin pairs (intraclass rs = −.01 and −.04, respectively, ps > .5), indicating negligible contribution of genetic influence to affective differentiation (fear faces vs. neutral faces) in the N170 response.
P200
Following N170 analysis, we identified a second component of interest using a mastoid reference, characterized by a positive peak occurring at approximately 200 ms after stimulus onset (P200), located at midline sites and peaking at midline site PZ (Fig. 5) . This component was identified based on previous research by Paulmann and Pell (2009) , who reported the presence of a P200 component located at midline sites, as well as Anokhin et al. (2010) who also identified a component at electrode site PZ using the same reference as the currently reported P200 (quantified as a mean-within-window score) which was sensitive to the emotional expression contained within a face. Though the temporal peak of this positive component is similar to that of the N170 and is likely influenced by the vertex positive potential (VPP), or complementary dipole of the N170, we found evidence that the P200 for participants in the current study-defined in the manner described by Paulmann and Pell (2009) Specifically, a 2-tailed Student's t-test for dependent samples revealed effects of stimulus condition consistent with previous research indicating that the P200 is reflective of emotional expression information more so than face identity information (i.e., P200 for fear faces exceeded that for neutral faces at p b .0005, and that for scrambled faces at p b .005, with P200 for neutral faces not differing from scrambled, p = .27).
Following main effects analyses, intraclass correlations between MZ and DZ twin pairs were compared. As observed for the N170, mean P200 amplitude showed significant cross-twin concordance for MZ twin pairs in each of the three stimulus conditions (fear faces: r = .58, F(1, 52) = 3.78, p b .0005; neutral faces: r = .39, F(1, 52) = 2.29, p b .003 scrambled: r = .33, F(1, 52) = 1.99, p b .008). In contrast, mean P200 amplitude showed significant cross-twin concordance for DZ twins only in the intact neutral face condition (intraclass r = .29, F(1, 58) = 1.82, p b .02); concordance was marginal in the fear face (r = .21, F(1, 58) = 1.52, p b .055) and scrambled stimuli conditions (r = .19, F(1, 58) = 1.46, p b .077; see Table 2 ). The difference in MZ/DZ concordance levels was only significant (p b .05) in the fear face condition, indicating heritability for variance in the P200 that is associated specifically with the affective-expressive (fear) component of faces.
Analysis of residual score variables revealed that unlike the N170, concordances for P200 face-specific effects were only marginally greater for MZ (intraclass r for fearful and neutral faces combined after controlling for variance in common with Scrambled faces was .52, p b .0005) than DZ twins (r = .27, p b .02), Z = 1.54, p b .062. However, a highly significant difference in MZ versus DZ concordances for P200 was evident for fear faces alone after controlling for covariance with scrambled faces, rs = .56 (p b .001) and .16 (p = .10), respectively, Z = 2.42, but not neutral faces alone, rs = .33 (p b .008) and .25 (p b .03), respectively, Z = .45 (see Table 2 ). Furthermore, an analysis of residuals reflecting variance in P200 response to fear faces after controlling for variance P200 to neutral faces revealed significantly higher concordance for MZ (Fear-Neutral: r = .28, F(1, 52) = 1.77, p b .023) than DZ twins (Fear-Neutral: r = − .04, F(1, 58) = .93, p b .61) in mean P200 responses rMZ > rDZ(p b .05), rs = .28 (p b .001) and − .04 (p = .60), respectively, Z = 1.68. These results demonstrate even more directly a contribution of genetic influence to the variance in P200 response that reflects emotional expression information specifically (Fig. 6 ).
LPP
Finally, we analyzed the "late-positive potential" (LPP) quantified as the mean area under the curve of the ERP waveform within a window of 400 to 980 ms following the P200, at midline electrode PZ with a linked-mastoid reference. Main effects analysis (2-tailed paired Student's t-test) revealed condition effects similar to the N170 (i.e., fear > neutral, and neutral > scrambled, ps b .0005) (Fig. 5) .
In addition, for both twin types (MZ and DZ twins), concordances were stronger in fear face conditions as compared to neutral face conditions. However, the mean of the LPP was not significantly greater Table 2 ) when compared using a Fisher's Z-test.
Discussion
Results of the current study demonstrate for the first time that the amplitude of the N170 response to faces is in part heritable. The peak of the N170 response to intact faces as a whole (fearful and neutral) was more concordant for MZ as compared to DZ twin pairs. Although the "N170" response to scrambled faces was also concordant for MZ than DZ twin pairs, this difference was not significant, and the correlations were much lower for Mz pairs compared with the intact face conditions and negligible for Dz pairs. Moreover, the spatial distribution of this component for scrambled faces differed in comparison to the distribution of the N170 for intact faces, suggesting that the "N170" to scrambled faces is perhaps generated from a different underlying source and thus may not be indicative of an actual N170 response. Indeed, after controlling for variance in responsivity to scrambled faces, concordance for the residual variance in N170 to faces of each type remained significantly higher for MZ than for DZ twins. Finally, though we found that the N170 response was more pronounced on average to fearful than neutral faces, our concordance analyses demonstrated that this difference was not heritable.
This study was also able to identify a positive-polarity component peaking around 200 ms after stimulus presentation that, consistent with previous research (Paulmann and Pell, 2009 ), appears to encode the emotional content contained within a face. The amplitude of this component was found to be more highly concordant for MZ than for DZ twins for fear faces only (i.e., concordances did not differ for neutral or scrambled faces). Even more interesting, after controlling for variance in common with the scrambled and neutral conditions, residual variance in response to fear faces showed higher concordance for MZ than DZ twin pairs, indicating that part of the heritable variance in this response component is specific to the emotional content contained within a face.
To summarize, the current study quantified differing ERP components related to face processing, including the N170, an early temporal-parietal component that appears to index processes involved in encoding the presence of faces in general, followed by the P200, a midline component that appears sensitive to the emotional content of a face, and ending with a late potential (LPP) that also appears sensitive to emotional information in the stimuli. With respect to these three variables, our results demonstrate that the amplitude of earlier components of response to faces (N170 and P200) is partially heritable, indicating that certain aspects of face processing capacity have an inborn, constitutional basis. However, lower reliability for the LPP as compared to the N170 and P200 in the present study may have contributed to reduced twin correlations for this component.
In view of previous studies demonstrating heritability for face coding processes associated with the ventral visual cortex (Polk et al., 2007) , and data from combined neuroimaging/EEG studies indicating covariance between activity in FFA and STS brain regions and face-selective N170 response (Sadeh et al., 2010; Yovel et al., 2008) , it will be interesting in future research to compare twins for concordance in responses across neuroimaging and ERP response domains (e.g., degree of resemblance, on average, of N170 peak scores for one twin with FFA or STS response in his/her co-twin). Evidence for associations of this kind would not only reinforce the notion of heritability for face processing, but would help to further elucidate the specific role that genes play in identifying and interpreting faces.
